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Boston, MA Integrated Interiors (II) has rebranded, adopted a new logo, and will be known as
Integrated at Work (IAW). The organization’s name change reflects the company’s expanded
product offering to include both interior and now exterior architectural products and engineered
solutions.

As a one-source solution provider, the decision to rebrand allows IAW to fulfill the market need for
successful architectural integration of both interior and exterior systems and ensure both spaces
work as one. IAW now provides a complete breadth of exterior products that complements its
already robust interior offering. This expanded offering allows the team to assist with the
consult/design, procurement, project management, and installation of any commercial building
project.

“We aim to over-service our construction partners to ensure project execution is seamless. We
methodically coordinate work with the adjacent building architecture to deliver considerable value no
matter the project’s complexity. Integrated at Work provides an attractive solution inside and out.
Working behind the scenes, our jobs require fewer contracts, less insurance, and fewer trades on
site,” said David Atwood, general manager of Integrated at Work.

IAW takes a consultative approach and - by creating two divisions, Interiors at Work and Exteriors at
Work – allows each division to focus on providing the best solutions to its customers. The company
represents highly respected manufacturers to provide the smartest and most economical solutions
customized for each client.

Interiors at Work - specializes in complete glass and glazing interior packages, prefabricated
demountable wall, raised flooring systems and underfloor air and modular power systems, feature
wall, sound masking, acoustical treatments, and a full portfolio of related accessories. Manufacturer
partners include Haworth, Muraflex, Holoform, Klein, Old Castle, Global IFS, Forms + Surfaces,
SoftDB, and more.

Exteriors at Work - specializes in complete storefronts, specialty doors and frames, steel windows,
curtain walls, feature walls, roof pavers, and a full portfolio of related accessories. Manufacturer
partners include Old Castle, Hopes Windows, Sky- Frame, Bison, Global IFS, and more.
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